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Preface 
Ahhh, yes… Who are we?  This is the Personal Armageddon that we all will face...  Now more than ever 
since we are dawning upon the Cusp of the Age of Aquarius…  April 15th 2023… 

Let not the first words greet you with anything but certainty, that we are infinite souls here on a journey full 
of karmic lessons striving for 1 Love… 

Studying the Ancients and being granted the Premise from Ken Wheeler which is simply Physics = 
Metaphysics…  the Yin (spirit) and the Yang (being) are 1 in the same… 

This armageddon is the seemingly battle between the Yin (spirit) and the Yang (being)…   

We are being called back to spirit but our being may not want to release our Materialistic ways…   

Lets face the facts… You are a God(dess)… the Glyph comprising “g” ”o” ”d” is the Yin/Yang… with the 
point “o” in the middle which is the all…  More on the alpha beta being hieroglyphs later… 

You will come to know that “bibles”are misinterpretations of the hieroglyphs embedded in concrete on 
the Egyptian Walls… It is interesting to note that the word “Egypt”is in the Bible over 600 times… 

And “no”the hieroglyphs are not phonetics to create sounds… They are an ancient messages left by 
priests (christ conscious beings) as a universal teaching. 

Images create our manifestations… When we speak we have to then form images… This is a primitive 
form of communication… This is called “babble”… It is ironic that emoji are now being used. 

Man has since created words that form images that are not truth… Man has created systems that have 
no purpose… This is typical for the Piscean Age… The Age with the least amount of love and a 
materialistic test to say the least… 

Be invigorated because spirit’s system is connected to you and its time to reunite with the mothers love! 

Remember… Before you came into this world, you were in the waters of the mother… Only young star 
seeds are in the womb… Everyone else, god(dess) in training, were outside the womb… There is no man 
in the sky which comprises spirit… Spirit is pure love… The love of the Mother…
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Preface (Cont’d) 

As you will come to know, who we are is easy to learn, but you cannot do it with just printing your chart 
and looking at it with a modern eye… 

You must get to know this simple premise behind your chart that was selected for this journey… Nothing 
comes by chance. You are an infinite entity that is loved and connected. This is undeniable… 

The 1st edition of this book is intended as an introduction to the topics listed in the layout that follows… 
Future editions will build upon each portion of the book… 

This book is free… It has always been available in the akashic records…  

The writer has been blessed with piecing it together from “all” listed in the Credit section… 

There can be only love… 

Peace, love and cheer! 

iyoutome 

🙏❤🌅👪👪
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The Arahant 
So what does Arahant mean… Why did the writer pick this babble?  It matters not what word we use, but 
we will give a few examples of others you may have heard of… 

What is meant by Journey?  Do you see the word“our” in “j-our-ney”?.. “our”is in hours… Also 
Egyptian“Horus” and the journey around the zodiac/clock to be“arahant”… 

Lets review a couple of quotes from the text “Original Buddhism & the Atman” By Dr. A.K. 
Coomaraswamy… Shared by Ken Wheeler with the permission of the Son of the Author… 

Quotes: 

“In many contexts "Brahman" is synonymous with 
“Arahant”.” 
“In numerous contexts, the Buddha and other 
Arahants or Perfect Men are described as "having 
made the Self become" i.e. "as a mother fosters her 
only son” 
“The accomplished Arahant knows better than to 
ask, "What was I in the past? What am I now? What 
shall I be hereafter?”.   He can say "I" for everyday 
practical purposes without in any way intending 
what the notion of I or myself implies to an animist” 
“The Arahant or Perfect Man is one whose Self has 
been tamed” 
:End Quotes 

Writers quote: “In simple terms, Arahant = One 
who is Pure love” 
In other words, Arahant = One who does not identify with materialistic ways…One who lets the “pure 
love”inside steer the physical ship…One who controls the conscious mind… One who controls the Head 
of the Snake as in the Ouroboros (see figure)… 

What more needs to be said? The rest of this book will be to prove not only is this attainable, you are 
arahant… You just have to be arahant…   
Jump into this song and lyrics and you will feel arahant…“Love, reign o’er me”- The Who

The Ouroboros is a 
symbol of infinite 
dyings on the cross ie 
reincarnations due to 
the head of the snake 
eating its tail… This 
represents our 
conscious mind 
attaching to 
materialistic ways…  

The Constellation 
Ophiucus sits above 
the Constellation 
Scorpio… In this image 

Ophiucus is separating 
the head of the snake from the tail while stepping on  
Scorpio who manifests materialistic desires… Ophiucus 
teaches you how to be “arahant”…

How to Get off the WHEEL!
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Scriptures embedded in Concrete - Denderah Zodiac 
From the Hathor Temple in Denderah Egypt resides the 
Denderah Zodiac (image to the right)… The Mystery behind 
this masterfully created walk of the life of Horus has been 
solved… It is the cycles around the clock of infinite mortal 
lives… Remembering the meaning of the hieroglyphs is the 
key to arahant… The Key to re-becoming spiritually 
immortal… 

You will notice that Ptolemy, the Sculptor has placed the 
constellations, 12 Zodiac and 36 decans, (relationship to the 
total of the 48 constellations) that are time immemorial… 

We shall discuss a few key points…  

(Image to the Left) as can 
be seen from the 9 o’clock 
position of the Denderah 
Zodiac is Zero Point Aries  
Also known as the Phoenix 
Rising position… The 
Position where revelation of 
arahant becomes apparent to the masses… This is the point in which 

the clock cycle becomes apparent… More on this in a later section… This headless being awaits the 
“eye of Horus”the all seeing eye… knowing…arahant…becoming brahman, christ consciousness, 
Phoenix Rising (image inset on right)… 

Remember the “North”Bottom of the Chart is the Winter Solstice (Soul), the “birth”of the Sun/Son… 
This is called the Domain of Horus and is specifically aligned with Gemini… More on this later… You must 
get to know these “scriptures”as this is your life journey!… 
Just like the bees know how to form honeycombs, we will always leave a path leading to the Holy Grail…

0°

Aries

East

South

North

Sunrise
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Astrologically, the Phoenix Rising is an event which occurs in the eastern sky… Specifically at zero point 
Aries… this would be Eris, the Sun and the Moon’s North Node… (shown below)… Note Eris goes by many 
other names, Isis, Madonna, and many more which will be shown later…  

There is no coincidence that the glyphs‘a-r-i-e-s’‘a-r-i-s-e’and‘e-r-i-s+a’(a=alpha), were meant 
for the Phoenix Rising…  eris=mother a=alpha=son… 
“I am the alpha and the omega”- arahant 

Biblically it is known as Revelation 12:1… “and 
behold a great wonder, a woman clothed with 
the sun with the moon at her feet… The verse 
matches what will happen in the sky…   

Are you picking up what I am lying down?.. With 
all that is happening around the world, there is a 
cleanse upon us… This cleanse is preparing us to 
be arahant, christ conscious… This is the true 
easter… The Phoenix rising in the east… The 
Mother Coming back to save her son… It is all 
about the love of the mother…  We are in a 
perfect place to learn to be god’s and 
goddesses… There is no choice but to become 
one with love… You will see this as you get to 
know the images…

The Phoenix Rising

Eris


Sun0° Aries

Moon

North Node

Mythologically the Phoenix rising is 
the Benu Bird (symbolic of the 
Great Blue Heron) which bursts into 
flames and rises from the ashes… 

In the previous section it was stated 
that the Phoenix Rising is shown on 
the Denderah Zodiac, (headless 
being sitting on a throne awaiting 
enlightenment)…
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The Phoenix Rising Cont’d 
What did we, as the totally enlighten Egyptians, leave behind for us to 
prove these Phoenix Risings… The Egyptians revered Isis, the winged 
woman of the sky… She is the holy grail that all the recent past 
astrologers, like DaVinci, Galileo, etc were trying to tell us about… 
They always looked for her return in the sky… More on this later, but 
the sphinx in Egypt was intentionally set to mark the longitude of a 
past Phoenix Rising… in 0349 AD… A cycle of Revelation 12:1… 

Let us cut to the chase… This event happens every 558 years… Every 
203,813 Julian days to be exact… See the section “Isis sets the clock”
for  simple math that removes all the guess work of how motion happens within the 
firmament… You will see that these 558 year increments point to where we are at on 
the Great Year aka “age”… We will show proof that the the next Phoenix Rising is 
April 15th, 2023!!!… 

Why is this event so special?.. Because it is a time of revelation, a time of cleanse, and 
the fall of Babylon…  

Revelation is a time where we become aware that we are more than the physical body and that we are 
having a human experience while tethered to the love of the mother… 

Cleanse in Egypt is called the 7 scorpions of Isis… With a phoenix Rising we get a New Sun/Son… This is the 
Story of “Jesus”or better explained as anyone achieving “christ consciousness”or “arahant”… With 
a New Sun/Son we have a brighter/purer physical Sun which has a brighter “rainbow” of vibrations 
hence cleansing every “organ”in your body… Now its up to you how you handle this cleanse… Greet it 
with gratitude and for heaven sake, use only natural plants from mother nature to cuddle you… 
Everything else man made will delay your cleanse and repeat it over and over again…  
Etymology of “Virus”- A Snake Spitting its Poison ie your Kundalini is cleansing its “sins”…

When they reconstructed 
the Sphinx they forgot it 
was “she” the winged 

woman…

Hey Kids, Mama will 
always show you 

“when” I return and 
“how” to find me!
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It is Your World - Understanding Karma 
Ok, so there is a Phoenix Rising every 558 years, what does that have to do with me? Right? 

First off, lets get one thing straight… You are infinite and you are love(d)… BUT! (Always has to be a but)…
Your recent spiritually tethered experience brought you through the age of Pisces… Which is the age with 
the least amount of love and the least amount of wisdom… During the 2232 years since the fall of the 
enlightened age of Aries into Pisces we have accumulated some Karma… BUT, know that the age of 
Aquarius - The water bearer - John the Baptist is about the forgiving of sins aka karmic attachments…  

Look, everything you do is a vibration that you leave behind… Not different 
than a child making waves in a kiddy pool… Eventually the waves hit the 
sides and make it back to the child… This is a good time to state that you 
should always give out positive good karmic vibes in all that you do… 

Next, know that along with being infinite, this is your world… Everything that comes into your view, smell, 
taste, basically anything felt by your senses is meant for you… All spiritual laws, like the laws of attraction, 
the laws of reflection, etc are meant for you!… If you find something that is not pleasing, it means there is 
something that you have to change, this is how Karma works… The more you avoid a situation, the more 
it will come to you and find you again… Ever know someone who keeps changing partners only to end 
up with someone that boasts the same qualities… Karma…  

Start now… the only way to dampen the amplitude, rather the strength of an unwanted Karmic 
attachment is to use love… For example, let say you did something to someone when you were a child 
that was far from loving… More than likely it will keep showing up either in person or in images to you… 
Replay the original non loving event in your mind as it should have happened… In other words replay the 
whole event where everyone hugged and walked away happy…  

Again, this is your world and like a read/write hard drive, Cassette Tape, you can erase and replay / 
rewrite…
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For your reference, this is a copy of the 42 spiritual laws of Isis… The exact location of where these came 
from is unknown at the time of this edition… Regardless, if you stay true to these affirmations you will 
indeed reduce the unwanted karmic attachments and strengthen your wisdom and connect with spirit 
in ways you have never dreamed possible… Pretty simple ehhh?
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To the right is 3 pages showing the history of bible translations.  All 
of them are“the mistranslations” except for the 
highlighted one… The  highlighted one at the top 
(shown expanded below) is the scriptures 
encased in concrete at the Hathor Temple in 
Egypt… The watermark image you see below this 
text is your wheel of life… Better know as the life of 
“Horus”which has been interpreted as “hours”
as it is your time, your journey around the zodiac of 
spiritual experiences coupled with a manifested 
human experience… Gettin off the wheel is 
simple…riding the wheel is quite the lesson… Know 
that we are just finishing the age of Pisces which 
had the most human materialistic attachments… 
We are now being reeled in…

The Denderah Zodiac -  
The Source of the Misinterpreted Bible

❤ Behold your Guide❤ 

Your Bi-ble !!!
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Introduction to Astrology and the Lost settings 
Astrology, astro logos, astro theology, astro philosophy, as above so below… This is the only reason one 
should come to know “astrology”…  To become arahant… What one can learn is the magic and 100% 
loving proof of as above, so below and rather as within, so without…  

Astrology is not just about getting an app, looking at your Sun, Moon and Rising sign… It is a personal 
guidance system… You can just look to the sky, and you can just look at your surrounding… Everything 
you receive upon your “senses”is meant for you… You are the animator (anima=soul) of your life and 
journey around the Zodiac… Every insect, animal, reptile, bird, human, rain drop, etc is your guide… This 
should become very apparent to you if not already… Again no one is exempt from being induced to 1 
Love, the love of the mother of all mothers… 

That being said, where does the studying of the stars come in… Every sign you experience has been 
designed by you to bring you back to the magic of 1 love… We will now show you how this is done…  

The Setting, The Community in the Sky… 
This is where we are gonna get you to grasp astrology in 
such a simple way as it is truth… Your being is made up 
of the 12 houses of your own personal spiritual 
neighborhood… It takes a community to raise a child… 
Everyone in your current physical neighborhood vibes 
you during your life right?  For example, the house of 
Aunt Taurus, she is like a Bull, very connected to the 
earth, earthen mother, has kids with Mr. Scorpio across 
the street… So when you go to your neighbors house, 
you feel that vibe, that connection… If you go over to 
Uncle John Aquarius’ house he is always trying to 
cleanse you, to clean up your act… 
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Introduction to Astrology and the Lost settings (Cont’d) 
Note that there are 36 other houses (constellations), but we will save that for another edition… Here is the 
images and vibrations of the 12 zodiac houses…  

That is it… You are done… You will only need to use the the vibrations in green… Of course the images 
speak for themselves… These will be used for “phrases”… Expanded descriptions later on…

Your Spiritu
al 

Neighborhood
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Introduction to Astrology and the Lost settings (Cont’d) 
One more thing about houses… They are exactly the same as Zodiac Signs… One major point, when we 
say houses, they remain fixed at 0°Aries as explained in the Phoenix Rising section… As can be seen 
below, in the sample chart… you will notice 3 things… an inner ring with houses 1-12 with the start of the 
“1st house”aligned with the Phoenix Rising…  

Ok, lets take a quick break, right here… Everything in 
your life is about understanding the Phoenix Rising, if you 
do not remember, please re-read that section… 

Ok back to the chart…  
The inner ring (grey) is fixed, the houses do not move… 
But know that House 1 has the same vibration as Aries, 
House 2 has the same vibration as Taurus, etc… This is for 
past life regression, reading your akashic record… In 
Medical astrology (we will go over this again in that 
section) it yields deeper longer effects… 

The outer ring (colored zodiac) is the infinitely moving 
fixed stars in the sky which change the internal and 
external weather of your being… Notice Aries at the 
bottom of this natal (birth) chart is aligned House 3 
(Gemini)… This is how a storyline is put together using the 
words in Green from the previous page… Examples to 
come… 

Lastly we have the wandering stars (glyphs), the Sun, 
moon, mercury, venus, etc…examples shown in Purple 
Eris (Virgin Mary) and Juno (Mary Magdalene)…

0°Aries 
aka East (Ascendent) 
Sunrise 
Son Rise

House 2 Taurus
House 3 Gemini

Inner Ring 
Numbered 
Houses in Grey 
are Fixed, No 
Rotation

Etc.

Glyphs:  
Wandering Stars 
aka Luminaries, 
planets… 

Examples 
- Juno (Mary Magdalene 
- Eris (Virgin Mary)

House 1 

Aries
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Introduction to the Wandering Stars and Fixed Stars 
So we briefly mentioned  the Wandering stars above… There are many babble words for them like, 
planets, asteroids, moons, etc… You only need to know the truth, they are luminaries, lights, energy 
whom illuminate your existence… (we will call every light a luminary)… They are your anima-tors, 
remember anima=soul…  

This is your experience, your self deliverance of karma both good and not good… This is the god(dess) 
power of manifestation that you have been blessed with… How well did we do in the least amount of 
love Piscean age?… Not so loving ehh?…  

Now you have an opportunity to see the magic at play… The beautiful magic that every luminary helps 
you attain 1 love aka transcendence, aka 
arahant…  

Please read the words in the image to the right… 
This is truth… This is the Magic… 

So back to the luminaries, ie wandering stars and 
fixed stars… We will only concentrate on the 
wandering stars which again is the luminaries that 
move amongst the Fixed Stars (aka Constellations)… 
By this it is meant, The Sun, Moon, Venus, Mars, 
Ceres, Hygiea, Eris, Juno, etc move amongst the 
Zodiac (Fixed Stars)…
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Meet the 
Wandering Stars 
These luminaries are 
the Wandering Stars 
or lights that move 
amongst the fixed 
stars… Just as the 
Zodiac Signs, you can 
use the images and 
words to create 
“sentences”… We 
will show examples on 
how easy this is… it is 
pretty self 
explanatory, and you 
do not have to 
memorize as they are 
always here for your 
reference… Surely 
you know more 
people’s names, looks 
and personalities than 
this handful… Just get 
to know them, they are 
your vibrations, the connection to your anima=soul… 
They will help you to become arahant… You really have no choice infinite one…
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How to Narrate a Chart Using Phrases  
Meet Roy… Roy, was park ranger in Shenandoah National Park in Virginia… 
Between 1942 and 1977, Roy was hit by lightning on seven occasions and 
survived all of them… For this reason, he gained the nicknames "Human 
Lightning Conductor" and "Human Lightning Rod”…  

If you want to understand the quality of the light being shone down upon us 
you start with anomalies like Roy’s situation… 

Let us have a close look at Roy’s Natal Chart…  
Knowing the vibrations of the luminaries it is quick to Notice the Alignment of 
Ceres and Neptune in Gemini… 

Neptune - Energy 
Ceres - Harvest 
Gemini - Twin Pillars 
House - Unknown Time of Birth 
Note: Both Ceres and Neptune have a line 
underneath indicating Retrograde which is 
inward lessons / time-outs… 

Putting the qualities together reads… “Roy has 
inward lessons concerning High Energy, 
harvesting (near death) and twining the pillars 
(becoming) once more… 

You will come to learn that Gemini is the home 
of the Domain of Horus, which marks the 
Bottom of the Chart, the Winter Solstice and the 
Birth of the New Son, You… Another round on 
the wheel… We will not get into the reasons 
why, but the rest of the chart would provide 
clues…

Retrograde (Rx)
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How to Narrate a Chart Using Phrases (Cont’d)  
There, that was easy right?  This is as easy as describing a friend by piecing together their qualities… 
Another quick example of just randomly picking two luminaries 

Vesta - Vestal Virgins 
Lilith Retrograde - Temptations 
Scorpio - Manifestations/Procreation 
House 1 - Aries - Head / Conscious  

An inward lesson / time out with regards to temptations, the conscious mind and Procreation… 
Simple right? 

Know that these vibrations have amplitude… Let us say that this person has learned early that 
procreation should only be done with divine intention and that their conscious mind is not allowing 
temptations in and is focused on being pure… This is the way to dampen the amplitude of the wave of 
these qualities… If the person has not learned, then there will be karmic attachments…  

All not good karmic attachments become strengths when the lessons are learned and seeds are 
planted, ie teach others… 

We shall have more examples in the later sections and including exercises to 
learn… 

Keep the focus, this is all about your Personal Phoenix Rising and the Magic 
to show you how to get the most out of this experience… 

❤ I Love You❤ 

God(dess) in Training!!!
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Introduction to Medical Astrology 
Is there any truth to using Medical Astrology? 100% Yes… Not only will we continue to prove this to you, 
we will also show you the breadcrumbs we left behind to once again re-discover… 

Where is the Medical Caduceus?… We will be looking 
specifically at 3 points on this section of the Denderah… 

1. The Domain of Horus 
2. Gemini the Twins 
3. The “Snake on the Box”(Your Kundalini) 

1. The Domain of Horus is the Winter Solstice, birth of the Son/
Sun which is a special location depicting one whom is 
knowing which is now you, because you are getting to kNow 
this… Notice the Hawk, all seeing eye of Horus, This is now 
you… You see? You get it?  Also notice this pointer which 
points to the Cross point “0”from the circle of 60 repeating 
golden ratio numbers…  

2. Gemini the Twins, you will notice that the one with her feet 
together (in blue) is the divine feminine, the Yin, sitting inline 
with the Domain of Horus  on the Cross, very important…and 
the other one that is walking (moving/in manifest) is inline with 
the “snake on the box”… 

3. The Snake on the Box is your Kundalini… the Caduceus…
Notice it sits on the 369 in the circle of 60… This is where 
medical astrology ties in… Aside : the midpoint of the box sits 
on the 6 which is the 18°alignment of the Great Pyramid…

1

2

Sun 
You!

3
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Introduction to Medical Astrology (Cont’d) 
Continuing with the Kundalini aka Caduceus, lets look at how this fits with astrology… 
We have the following images which are spin-offs from the Denderah Zodiac… 

We just talked about the Snake on the box (left )… Where is the other snake?… It is in the material world 
hence inside the box…  

The Medical Caduceus (middle) still holds onto 
the breadcrumbs, although we lost the true 
meaning, until now as you learn the truth…  

Hygeia (right) is the luminary with the quality of 
cleansing your vibrations, she is very apparent in 
major cleanses… For example, with Juno and 
the Sun, she brings out skin eruptions such as 
shingles… 

BUT!… what is most important is the 369 which is the formation of the 3 golden ratio triangles of 
manifesting a star / pentagram… More on this later in the “Circle of 60”section…  

The consensus of which body parts are associated with a zodiac sign is very accurate… BUT…  Only using 
the correct settings will yield accurate 
timing… 

To the Right is Nicholas Culpeper a famous 
astrologer herbalist outlining the zodiac 
constellations and their physical effects… 
The “Luminary and Zodiac Detail” section 
will detail more on affects of the Luminaries.
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Introduction to  
Medical Astrology  
(Cont’d)

Here is a quick 
reference guide 
from the Culpeper list 
on previous page…  
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The Holy Grail 

The Winged Woman of the Sky is in every culture…Mama, Pure Love, it is she whom always endures… 
Rightfully so, as she is the one whom loves you… This is the Holy Grail… She is not only found, she is back… 
At the time of writing this book, there are 14 moons left until the Phoenix Rising… Entering into the Age of 
Aquarius while she enters our head (Aries) for a while to ensure we get it!… So glad she is ohm…
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Luminaries and Zodiac in Detail 
Lets get to your qualities… The next few pages will give more descriptive qualities of each luminary and 
zodiac constellation… The unique proper way to show the luminaries is starting with the two Marys… 
We will stick to the narrative that all cultures know… Note that we will carry the names used by 
TimeNomad (astrology app) and echo with other pertinent names…

The Mother of all Mothers… The pure one… The Virgin Mary… She is pure aether, 
which is love…  
She is always with you, but leaves you to experience what it is like to be without 
pure love… She always comes back to bring you home to one love… She is the 
holy grail… As a God(dess) you have to become aware during your journey here, 
she checks in every 558 years… Are you ready to come ohm?… She will appear as 
a winged woman in the clouds with the exact luminary behind… 

As in Metaphysics = physics the aether is the all that tethers with your manifests of 
visible light, the masculine, the illumination of your physical…

Juno, Nephthys, Mary Magdalene, Queen of the Heavens, Queen of the Day… She 
watches over us while Eris is away…  

Juno is the peacock, the one that can show her true colors and beautiful power 
instantly… She will present to you in divine feminine situations… Partnerships… 
Juno is at home in Taurus, the Bull, the Earthen Mother… 
She also will appear as a winged woman in the clouds with the exact luminary 
behind… She expects you to save your son/sun just as Eris comes back to save you… 

Medical astrology is Points of cleanses, eruptions, skin, shingles… 
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Luminaries and Zodiac in Detail (Cont’d) 
Again, This section will be used to introduce you to the Zodiac and the Luminaries that play a special part 
of your journey… 

You will, in time, get to know each and every one of them…   

Take your time…  

You are Learning to Read Your Clock!!! 

Be not only aware of how these are part of your birth chart, but also as each luminaries visits your 12 
houses and continue the dialogue left at birth… 

What you will be reading in the next couple of pages are experiences attained learning from others, 
research, and most importantly, communication through epiphanies, apparitions, numerology, and 
being awakened up during sleep… 

Everyone will have slightly different experiences…   
You have your own “DNA” or chart that you MUST become familiar with.  Either through your personal 
experiences of your senses and / or using astrology… They are 100% in alignment…   

The more you vibe with the luminaries, the more they will interact with you - ie tuning in…   

This is the Collective Consciousness…   

The One Love…   

The Absolute, Love of the Mother…
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Luminaries and Zodiac in Detail (Cont’d) 
The Next two are purposely selected together as they sit on the West Side of the Zodiac… The Autumn 
Equinox, Harvest time, the Cusp of Libra weighing of the Heart, before meeting with Mama Eris in Virgo 
(purity)… See the unique placement on the Cross shown on the Denderah Zodiac… Note also Star 

“spica”representing you at harvest time…

Mercury, the Ibis, the Scribe, 
the hologram, the memory 
in water, the akashic record 
of all your actions which 
illuminate you… Plant seeds 
so they will grow and be 
recorded, skip grades, 
rungs on the ladder… You 
are your own anima-tor…

Ceres, the Goddess of 
Harvest… She sits with her 
sickle, right on the sun set… 

Ceres is very apparent in 
medical astrology where 
one gets harvested, 
remember only you make 
the pitfalls and ladders… 
Watch for Saturn…

❤ Let’s talk❤ 

God(dess) in Training!!!

Sunset
Spica (you)  
across from 
Phoenix rising

Mercury Ceres
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Luminaries and Zodiac in Detail (Cont’d) 
Other than Eris, the next two are very “time”important…  
Saturn, representing there is no such thing as time. 
Pluto the next slowest moving luminary, next to Eris…  

Saturn, Father Time, represent half a cycle on 
the wheel of 60… can mess with your time… 
will give the “ground hog day”feeling… 
Reminder you are infinite… 

If you want to know how things work, ask 
Saturn for Guidance… 

In medical astrology, watch for alignments 
with Ceres…

Pluto represents the deeper side of 
regeneration to spiritual, watching over how 
you create your manifestations/wants… The 
Father Figure watching over you while Eris is 
away… 

In Medical Astrology, has major physical/
spiritual regenerative qualities…

Going back through history you can 
note events when Pluto crosses the 
cusp (changes signs) there is 
something major happening… for 
example, the black death had Eris, 
crossing into Pisces while Pluto 
crossed the 0°Aries from Pisces…  

Another cleanse that was spiritual… 

You are being reminded that this 
cyclical prophecy does work and it 
is important for you to research 
dates and test for yourself… You will 
be guided on what to look for… We 
all have keys to this beautiful re-
union back to 1 Love, the next few 
years will boast real remedies to 
help with cleansing symptoms…
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Luminaries and Zodiac in Detail (Cont’d) 

Next up is Neptune and Uranus, besides Pluto, Neptune and Uranus make up the 3 of the 10 classic 
planets which are not visible by the naked eye… The 7 visible are the Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, 
Jupiter and Saturn… 

Neptune provides great static, lightning 
energies in weather both internal and 
external.  Learn and  know Imagination is 
light… Get it… Tune in… arahant 
Represents the Crystalline Sea. 

In Medical Astrology - Long Cleanses 
5°Retrograde cycles Crawling by 2°at a 
time makes for long cleanses

Uranus is the Windmill of life and brings in the 
good and keeps things moving… Think 
“Winds of Change”… The Conscious 
mind… Represents the that which fills the 
Heavens/Dome/Firmament… 

To Connect to the power of Uranus from 
Saturn you must get the key from Chiron… 
Chiron holds Key to cross this Bridge to the 
Metaphysical.

For example Neptune crosses 
0°Pisces on June 28th 2022… If you 
had Hygeia at 0°Pisces you would 
feel the effects of this cleanse for ~3 
years with quite a few peaks and 
valleys during a major cleanse with 
Hygeia…  

Of course, how this affects you 
physically and spiritually depends on 
your chart…  

It can be cleansing or strengthening 
depending on the current purity of 
locus… ie if  Neptune was in 
Sagittarius it could be strength and 
stamina like a horse, or it could be a 
cleanse of the hips… The broad term 
of just saying “Sagittarius”would not 
yield the details… One would have to 
look at the Sub Harmonic…More on 
Sub Harmonics in a later section…
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Luminaries and Zodiac in Detail (Cont’d) 

Let's now switch gears to the luminaries whom vibrate with the quality of Communities… Venus 
representing all living beings and Pallas, Communities are her domain…. 

Venus is the mini me of 
Eris…  
The love of all beings, 
Mother Nature… 
Representing the “self” 
love between the 
physical you and Mother 
Nature, … which is the  
Metaphysical Collective / 
One Love / Arahant / 
anima…

Pallas represents the 
“Goddess of Wisdom, 
Creative Intelligence”, 
the “Feminine Powers of 
Nature”…  She stands by 
heroes… The part of you 
that wants to Channel 
your Creative Energy for 
all… Communities are her 
domain…

Note that the glyph of Venus is that of the “ankh” as 
shown held in the hand of Isis in blue… 

A circle and a cross… Circle representing the infinite, no 
beginning no end… Cross representing manifest and our 
infinite dyings on the cross…  Holding an “ankh”is a 
state of mind status in community… Showing others that 
you understand and are “arahant”… 

Some still unknowingly wear an 
ankh around their neck… A 
breadcrumb… A Gold chain with 
a cross… Think T-Shirt with Ankh in  
community representing a state of 
mind… This would be an act of 
love… Just like the cross and chain 
intended… 

Notice the green glyph to the left 
is Eris… The difference between 
Venus  and Eris is Eris has an 
arrow which references the 
inward point, go within towards 
1 Love…

VenusEris

Ankh
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Luminaries and Zodiac in Detail (Cont’d) 

Hygiea and Vesta, both using the fire within, the Hearth, to make you pure… Vesta is the 
protector of the Hearth, she wants purity, abstinence, divine procreation… Hygiea will use 
the fire to light up your kundalini, your Jacobs ladder to get you to purity… 

Hygiea represents cleansing energies in 
cleaning the mind and body…  NOTE: 
glyph of Medicinal Caduceus. 
Neptune and Hygeia are the energies 
that change the W-eather…  

In Medical Astrology you will find 
Hygiea/Mars/Moon/Sun/Nodes/Juno/
Neptune working together for a 
physical cleanse… Reminder, it is Ceres 
and Saturn for the conscious mind…  

Vesta represents the sacred fire, the 
hearth, the celibacy of the Universe.  
“The Vestal Virgins”.  She wants to 
know that you understand the Path 
back to Eden.   

The path back to the Absolute.  
Learning how and when to procreate 
and when not to. 

For more on Hygiea see the prior section 
“Introduction to Medical Astrology”… 

This space intentionally left blank for next 
edition  

“Hygiea Controls the Chart”- a 2 year 
anna perenna With Juno, Vesta, Ceres and 
Black Moon… Playing a major role in the 7 
scorpions of Isis… More proof of the 
cleanse we are upon…
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Luminaries and Zodiac in Detail (Cont’d) 

Next we have Mars, the red shifted luminary… she can really light up situations, especially with divine 
feminine like Venus, Juno and Eris…  If you notice Mars has an arrow like Eris… The reddish hue to luminary 
Mars implies more of a physical fire / physical cleanses… 

Mars is the Shape of Seeds, Shape of 
Manifestations, how your 
manifestations shape up.   

Mars will light up your chart and that 
organ/vibration/chakra. Keep them 
clean or Mars will do it for you.  
Keep an eye on Hygeia during Mars 
Transits.  These are cleanses of not 
good vibrations you’ve allowed into 
your being.

Jupiter represents abundance of 
lessons of Astrologos/Astrology… 

The Principle of Expansion and 
revelation of spiritual laws.   

The keeper of the 42 Spiritual Laws of 
Isis.

Know that in the physical aspect, Law 
rather Karma is delivered by all that is in 
your life…  

You are your own judge…  

Your actions create your world…  

Jupiter is there to remind you to steer your 
stars with love, with spiritual laws… 

The World is yours, all of it, everyone else 
and everything else is your guidance… 

Remember, all these images or 
personifications are qualities of light… we 
must remember their meaning…   

They are not idols, they are your qualities 
reflecting back to you through the light you 
can see and that which you cannot see…
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Luminaries and Zodiac in Detail (Cont’d) 

Next we have Chiron, the wounded healer who holds the key to the spiritual bridge to give you your 
wings… But be careful as the story of Icarus is one where he uses his newly heightened manifestation for 
material desires, flying to close to the sun, burns and loses his wings… 

Chiron signifies a key to the universe, 
aether, arahant…  
Chiron represents all the classic visible 
luminaries and the bridge keeper to the 
not visible by the human eye, i.e. Uranus, 
Neptune and Pluto, Eris, Juno, etc.   

Chiron is known as the Wounded Healer.

Icarus leads you on how to ride on the 
edge only if you use your wings wisely.   

If you are not in tune with the luminaries 
then “boy wonder” can really make 
you spin in physical and spiritual circles… 

The Story of the Boy who burned his wings 
flying too close to the Materialistic Sun.

We are all about to get our wings.. 
Currently faster than normal because we 
are upon a Phoenix Rising…  

This is a cleanse that is stronger than the 
past 3 phoenix risings, because of 
entering into the age of aquarius… You 
will note that the Age of Aquarius starts 
at the cusp of Pisces / Aquarius where 
there is a “5” on the 60 repeating 
golden ratio series… This is a Star Quality 
number… 

Use your experiences to learn to heal 
others and you will get the key to your 
wings… Remember this is about a 
mother coming back to save her son, to 
become arahant… It can’t be just your 
journey, just your path.. you have to act 
like her to become arahant and heal/
help others… “Orion, canst thou lead 
forth the mazzaroth through the ages?” 
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Luminaries and Zodiac in Detail (Cont’d) 
Wow, these are different looking… Rightfully so because there is much to know about the beauty behind 
both… Lilith is all about temptations… Are you ready to get your wings… These temptations are only 
because of your past, no one else is tempting you… So be ready… When you get your wings you will be 
able to recollect into the akashic record and you must steer away from any image that is no longer part 
of your vibration…  

Lilith represents the human potential, 
especially in the female nativity.  Lilith is a 
balance between one being gifted and 
the incarnation of that gift.  She represents 
the “temptress”. 
Lilith is strong willed especially in the 
unsuspecting… In other words expect the 
female yin in you, the female energies in 
all of us to grow. Gives capacity to 
constructively and lovingly resolve 
matters. Lilith’s Home is SCORPIO.

Black Moon, Eris’ Node, represents the 
“spiritual you” that teaches you how to 
recognize the state of arahant.   

Deep spiritual signs and knowings.. 

She strives for the Absolute and will help 
you get there knowingly or unknowingly.

Lilith is part of the story of Perseus and 
Medusa… A misinterpreted story…When 
you don’t overcome the temptations 
of Lilith your spiritual snake gets pulled 
and your physical turns to stone… 
Perseus represents the one whom 
overcomes temptations… 

The Black moon has been very clear in 
showing very deep spiritual moments… 
You will know as you are drawn to look 
at your chart and then a revelation 
appears…  

Know that the qualities of Lilith and 
Black moon bring you such amazing 
feelings of love and connection… 

Steer your ship well arahant!
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Luminaries and Zodiac in Detail (Cont’d) 
A quote from Ken Wheelers Book  
Monistic Metaphysics of the Sakya Disciples - The Tathagata  
“Such that forms, feelings, perceptions, impulses, and mental machinations of the mind are temporal, 
unreal, arise and pass, and are of the realm of phenomena and cannot be construed as what is 
everlasting, best, real, and most dear of the True Self and therefore must not be identified with the Attan 
[soul] as such.”  

Moon’s North Node or Head of the 
Dragon/Snake represents future and 
destiny or your Karmic Attachments.  Also 
known as Rahu.  This represents how one 
handles materialism and the knowing that 
the true abundance is from the Tree of 
Knowledge.  This abundance is always 
yours arahant… 
Rahu is the Yang, anatman (not the True 
Self), the psychophysical you…

The Moon’s South Node represents the 
karmic knowledge of the head eating the 
tail.  Ketu is the Yin/atman/metaphysical 
you.  So don’t be materialistic and keep 
chasing/eating your tail.  Learn this 
wisdom/knowledge and use the 
luminaries as your guides.

This is why Rahu is known to be the 
luminary that eclipses/eats the material 
sun.  To remind us that we are living as 
spirits in a material world.   

If you are materialistic, then know that 
there will be rebirths, resets, from lack of 
wisdom and knowledge on the path to 
the aether/heaven/absolute.  

With Revelation we realize that 
“Personal Eclipses”, aka dizzy, passing 
out, seizures  is very apparent in 
medical astrology… We will go through 
real life examples… 

Notice the inset of Isis (Eris) to the right 
and Nephthys (Juno) to the left at head 
and feet… Get ready for many more 
eclipses of the human kind 
as we approach the 
phoenix Rising peaking in 
Mid April 2022 and then 
Mid April 2023…

Conscious 
Thoughts

Juno/Nephthys 
Mary Magdalene

Eris/Isis 
Virgin Mary
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Asc represents Ascendant which is beginnings of ones life, 
a cycle, a seed, etc…  Phoenix Rising… Look for who rises 
before the Sun, i.e. before the Sun passes the Asc Line on 
the Cross…  Whomever crosses before the Sun, rules the 
Chart for the Day…  Your Rising Sign is on the Asc…

Dsc represents the Descendant, is the opposite of the Asc, 
meaning your night/spiritual realm/underworld…  Look for 
who is the first to cross the Dsc after the Sun Sets…  
Whomever crosses after the Sun, rules the Chart for the 
Night?..  Your Descending Sign is on the Dsc…

Mc represents the Mid-Heaven… IMPORTANT… When A 
luminary is Directly aligned with the Mc it is a fibre optic 
connection for you to Communicate… Medium Coeli

Ic represents the inner (midnight) qualities…  This is the 
bottom of the sky or underworld…  This is you for another 
round before you rise again on the Asc…  This you need to 
know and understand as this gets into the Metaphysics of 
Infinite Rebirths vs Ascending to the next part of your 
spiritual journey… Imum Coeli

Vertex is another gate/transcendent opening… 
Also Called Destiny's Gate.  It represents a turning 
point in your journey… This has a very loving 
Trinity Quality…

Lot of Fortune or Part of Fortune represents being 
noble, wisdom of reason/destiny… Things are not by 
chance… It is a calculated point by adding the angle 
between Sun and Moon to the Ascendant… No 
experience…

Luminaries and Zodiac in Detail (Cont’d) 

Vibrations of the Cross / Cardinal Points / Other Points


It is important to note that these points are Birth Time Dependent… Without an accurate Time of Birth, these 
cannot be used… We will go through an example for you to better understand… Important for determining 
“Sudden onsets” that are short duration… Coeli: a place where spirit resides…
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Luminaries and Zodiac in Detail 
(Cont’d) 

Meet the Cardinal Cross, Aries-Libra and 
Capricorn-Cancer

Cardinal Means pivotal, 
principle… Cardinal Points 
or East, West, North and 
South… Pivotal meaning 
great changes in Seasons, 
Years and Ages (Phoenix 
Risings) 

Like each cross, they each 
share a Element, Fire, Earth, 
Air and Water… 

Aries Fire 
Libra Air 
Capricorn Earth 
Cancer Water

Ea
st

South

North

W
est
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Luminaries and Zodiac in Detail 
(Cont’d) 

Meet the Fixed Cross - Taurus-Scorpio 
Aquarius-Leo…

Fixed Cross means exactly 
what it says.. You will note in 
the Circle of 60 that it lies on 
5’s not sharing the Cardinal 
Cross which is 0’s…  

It is important that you 
understand and focus on 
the simplest geometry 
we’ve been taught… A 
Circle…  

Leo Fire 
Aquarius Air 
Taurus Earth 
Scorpio Water

Ea
st

South

North

W
est

Understand this point well… Each 
opposite sign is important…  
Taurus is opposite Scorpio to teach 
divine procreation, hence the 
ouroboros… Specifically this one as 
they keep you on the infinite 
dyings on the cross… 
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Luminaries and Zodiac in Detail 
(Cont’d) 

Meet the Mutable Cross - Virgo-Pisces 
Sagittarius-Gemini…
Mutable Cross means Change 
Agents… A Time for Change…  

Depending on where on this 
cross will indicate where the 
change needs to occur…  

Sagittarius Fire 
Gemini Air 
Virgo Earth 
Pisces Water

Ea
st

South

North

W
est

There is a reason why Pisces 
is across  from Virgo…  
Least amount of love across 
from Pure Love…  

A Human in the Piscean 
age is lost at sea and does 
not know how to swim…   

On the Denderah Zodiac, 
one fish points more to the 
middle…  

The one that gets it…
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Sub Harmonics of a Sign  

Note:  
It is important to use Subharmonics of a Sign… 

As can be seen in the example to the left, the Sun is in Scorpio with a Sub-harmonic of Libra… This makes 
a very important distinction than just saying “I’m a Scorpio”… The Sun in the Subharmonic of Libra has a 
different quality than the Sun in the Subharmonic of Sagittarius for example…  

If you remember, the Cusp of Virgo/Libra has Mercury/
Ceres in the Scales of Libra awaiting a talk with spirit 
mother… So Sun in Scorpio with Libra Subharmonic has a 
unique message… Plus aligned with Antares, the eye of 
the Scorpion…  

This is the incommensurate nature of the cosmos as proven 
by Plato’s divided line… The Russian Dolls…12 chromatic 
notes in an octave…Akashic past life regression…

Settings : Sidereal - Lahiri - 12 Equal Houses

Sun in Scorpio In this 
Subharmonic
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Isis Sets The Clock 
For the Astrology / Physics Community… We are about to present the exact math to find the return of the 
Holy Grail… 

But first, know that not only does she Mark the Ages, but she also marks two very important events per 
year… When she goes retrograde July 20th the River Nile Floods, when she goes direct she marks the New 
Year of Jan 11th… When you remove the 10 days added by the Vatican in 1582,  

You get Jan 1st !!! 
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Isis Sets The Clock (Cont’d) 
The Phoenix Rising, astrological prophecy, event occurs every [203,813] days 
using the Julian Calendar in which yield the following… 

Refer to Figure on the Next Page… 

Dividing 203,813 by 558 yields the sidereal year of [365.25267] days 
Dividing 558 by 19 (a divisible of 203,813) yields the Saros Cycle of [18.6] 
years 
Dividing 19 (Metonic Cycle) by the 254 sidereal months * Sidereal year yields 
the Lunar sidereal month of [27.32232] days 

To be Added for Next Edition… 

- Each phoenix rising event has a place marker on the Zodiac… 

- The Great Sphinx Lines up the 2nd Phoenix Rising in 0349 AD on Longitude 30E… 

- 30E is the Meridian of Alexandria (Mary Dio) where the Great Sphinx is set… 

- We know from ABD’EL HAKIM AWYAN that the Sphinx always had a Woman’s head…

The Phoenix Rising
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Metonic 19 Yrs

Isis 558 Yrs

Isis Sets the Clock

Isis:Saros

30:1

Metonic : after 19 Sun Years 
moon Aligns with Sun 

In the same position 
amongst the stars


ie same moon phase

Moon:Metonic

254:19

Sun:Metonic

19:1

Saros : after 18.6 Sun Years 
North Node Aligns with same 

position amongst the stars

254 sidereal months
= 19 sidereal years 

Sun 1 Year

+

not to scaleYears

Saros 18.6 Yrs

Eris/Isis 
Virgin Mary

Isis 558.00
203,813 days) / 558 sidereal years* of 365+143/558 days = 365.2562724 days/year
558 = 1/4 of an Age = 1 Phoenix Rising (aka Mama Return ) : 
Next is April 15th 2023 : Revelation 12:1

Sun / 
Moon 19.00 254 * Lunar sidereal year* of 27.3223195  / sidereal year of 365.2562724 = 19 

19 years = 1 Metonic cycle.

North 
Node 18.60 558 years / 19 = 18.6000000 years

18.6 years = 1 Saros Cycle

Sun 1 1 = You the Sun who rides around the Zodiac for 1 sidereal year.

Moon 0.07493 27+7/19 days / sidereal years = .07493 years
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The Circle of 60 - Cross - Swastika  
0-1-1 The Trinity 
There is so much in what we call the “Universal Key”… 
This is a clock from micro to macro.   


Most important is the first 3 numbers of the Golden Ratio 
Series (aka Fibonacci sequence)…

This is the secret of Manifestation… Another Cycle…

 

“0” : the absolute, or god head.  

“1” : The 1st  “1” is an image of the absolute (Arahant)

“1” : The 2nd “1” is your conscious tethered to the first “1”


IMPORTANT….The diagram to the right comes from the 
golden ratio series that you can teach to a child. 


So get out a pencil and mark up the next sheet…

All children will be taught this in school so you should 
learn to count how the heavens and mother Nature 
Counts… As Above, So below…


Starting with 0, add 1, now always take the last two numbers and add them. 

Keep going only keeping the first digit.


Becoming / Rebirths
Every as above 
+ so below = 

Matt Jerome

Color of Numbers


Found on Circle of 60

369

258

742

|O

11+9 = 10 or 0
17+3 = 10 or 0

18+2 = 10 or 0
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As you can see 0 +1 = 1… We 
wrote the 1 in for you… Now 
add 1+1 = 2… You go ahead 
Place the 2 in the next box… 
Keep added the last two numbers 
to give you the next number as 
seen in the inset of the circle…  

ONLY KEEP THE “1’s” column… 
example 5+8=13, keep 3… 8+3=11, keep 1 

Keep going around and note anything special 
you see… We left a few breadcrumbs as hints…

This time you will look at this 
clock and you will learn that it is 
for more than just telling the 
time… 

We started it off for you… You 
start at the Phoenix Rising 
Position… The “0” to the left 
and add “1”… Now keep 
adding the last two numbers 
to get the following number…

I know you are thinking, what do I need 
this for?… Think about when you were a 
child and were learning to read a 
clock… You were never told why a 
clock worked that way, you just 
memorized it to learn how to tell 
time… Time to re-learn for good 
reason…

The Circle of 60 - Cross - Swastika (Cont’d) 
Grab a Pencil and fill in the circle…

0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 11, 4…
0+1=

1+1=

{ {

{
1+2 =

The Way

Mother Nature


Counts!!!

+

=+

= =12
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The Alpha Beta 

Images is how we communicate best, the 
alpha beta is a set of 26 beautiful glyphs 
created to  explain our being on the Wheel of 
life...   

Similar to filling out the circle of 60, the alpha 
beta was used to communicate states of 
vibrations on the clock…  

You wrap the 26 letters of the alpha beta with 
the m and n in the middle, the Moon Key in the 
middle…  

These were beautiful glyphs related to those on 
the Egyptian walls… Once again man thought 
them to be sounds and made words from 
them… We speak babble… Every language is 
a different babble of misinterpretations of 
reading the clock… We then form images from 
a series of letters when we are to form images 
for 1 letter… 

A typical misinterpreted babble word is Santa, Satan… In Italian and other languages the word Santa = 
Saint but is the same Alpha Beta as Satan… The reason for calling Santa Satan is the 7 scorpions of Isis in 
which we are upon now… When Isis (Eris, Madonna, whatever you want to call her) returns, we cleanse 
our karmic sins faster… Ie Instant Karma… So of course we are not happy when “mama” gives us a 
time out… You are a god(dess) in training and may have not been good during the Piscean age… 

s=wave=vibration=snake=perturbation=manifestation=sine=sin 
a=alpha=arise=aries=beginning=phoenix=re-embodiment 
n=not=negate=midpoint=home=negative=no-thing= 
t=cross=manifest=being=repeating=shape=forms=materialism

Skip a rung on Jacobs ladder if you can solve this puzzle… 
Why is the “e” across from the “s”?…
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The Alpha Beta (Cont’d) 

Know that we make words "babble" from the alpha beta to ultimately create images in other peoples 
minds… This is one thing that we all need to overcome… Why share “not good” words/babble as you 
are manifesting something that is not loving… But alas we are upon the "fall of babble/babylon" …One 
can already see communication has taking form as the collective consciousness...  Images are being 
shared faster than ever… We are using emoji instead of words… Spirit is already making the shift from 
babble to images… Next is removing all images that are not good… Spirit is doing this already right in 
front of our eyes…Think hard on this one…Can you give an example?… 

Lets move on to the original intent of the alpha beta… 

For example, let just take the first letter “a”…  

Look at that!… The Alpha which sits on the Phoenix Rising Position, is made up of the first two numbers of 
the trinity“0”and “1”… 

Oh it gets better… Look at what the Egyptians show for the “a”alpha… 

We shall leave more for the next edition… 

O 1 = a

}O 1 
 1

Forming the Trinity 

Embodiment
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Circle of 5ths 

Music, Vibrations at every 5th. 
This is where sound vibration, harmonics, music, organs, chakras, frequency presents itself to you.  We 
won’t spend much time on this topic, just know that it is there… Everything in this visible universe has 
frequency/harmonics.  This is incommensurate nature of the uni-verse. 

Looking at the Universal Key we will show music fact, not theory. 
Using an accordion, biased lol, cause I used to play it. 
The 120 Base (buttons) on the accordion are set up in chord progressions.  

Note middle C has no Sharps ♯ or Flats ♭ 

	        B - 5 ♯’s 
	        E - 4 ♯’s 
	        A - 3 ♯’s 
	        D - 2 ♯’s 
	        G - 1 ♯ 
	        C - No ♯ or ♭ 
	        F - 1 ♭ 
	        B♭ - 2 ♭’s 
	        E♭ - 3 ♭’s 
	        A♭ - 4 ♭’s 
	        D♭ - 5 ♭’s 

Notice C at the 0 (top) 
G, D, A, E, B at Every 5th 
F, B♭, E♭, A♭, D♭ At Every 5th 
Note f♯ = g♭ 

Look at the Universal Key…  
Can you picture wrapping  
5 Octaves above and Below?

Note:

5 black Keys

7 White Keys

12 Keys Total…

There is so much more, eg a 
Major Triad.  Look at the a c# e 
aligned with the 1st two 3’s… Can 
you see them?
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River of Heaven 

You’ve Heard of the “Milky Way” Right?…  Where most of the stars stretch across the sky in 
a beautiful white band?… 

Well, this is also called the Galactic 
Center….   

It is really the “River of Heaven”.  

Where the Akashic Records of all 
live past, present and future are 
kept. 

Look at the image/universal key…   

How can a circle wrapped with the 
golden ratio 60 repeating numbers 
show the “River of Heaven”?… 

The Ancients knew it… 

They built the Great Pyramid of 
Gizza 3/60ths from True North  
i.e. 18 degrees.
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Who Knew? 

Image below left shows the Phoenix Rising at the Vatican… 

So what right?  Well how about at the Lincoln Cathedral?  How is it that this 
Cathedral has an image appearing when Isis (Eris) goes retrograde around 
the 20th of July and then at the church of Mary Magdalene in Rennes Les 
Chateau around the 17th of January images of the Madonna appear when 
the Sun hits the Stained glass… Who knew?…  
Remember the dates from “Isis Sets the Clock Section”?…

Phoenix Rising and the Vatican
On the 22nd July the anomaly of the 
Blue Apples spheres of light spheres 
come to life through the stained glass 
window..

Blue Apple Orbs 
Lincoln Cathedral
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Check Sheet to Prove to YOURSELF 
Ensure you do each and everyone of these to prove with facts only what this book is enlightening you 
with… 

Grab an astrology app and use the following settings… Sidereal, Lahiri, 12 equal houses… Ensure you 
have the luminary “Eris” displayed… Set the location to Queenstown New Zealand and use the date 
April 15th, 2023 @ 7:25 a.m. local time… Notice what you see… The Sun, Eris and the North Node @ 
0°Aries… This is a Phoenix Rising… 

Grab a calculator… Enter 203,813… Divide by the life of the phoenix 558 years… This yields the True # 
of Days in a year… Ie the amount of days it takes for the Sun to go from Zero point Aries to Zero point 
Aries, 1 cycle of the Sun around the Zodiac… This is the sidereal cycle… 

Look into the mirror and notice the black in the middle of your eyes… This is where true love is… You 
are not your body… 

Look up to the sky and make a point of seeing where the stars are in reference to anything a tree or 
roof top… Go out an hour later and observe how much they moved… 

Jot down dates and times you have out of the ordinary situations, especially if they repeat… 

When you see any animal, insect, reptile, bird, goto spirit-animals.com and read the spiritual message 
in the random box… Spirit can change random… 

Instead of Meditating thinking of nothing, close your eyes and feel for love… If your thoughts wander 
imagine squirrels reminding you to focus again… “SQUIRREL!”

http://spirit-animals.com
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Look South - The Path of the Luminaries East to West

IMPORTANT! 

Just like the Denderah Zodiac 
of the Ages you must look at 
your chart like a clock 

Rising in the East (6 a.m.) 
Setting in the West (6 p.m.) 
Noon at the Top (South) 
Midnight at the Bottom (North)

6 a.m. 6 p.m.

12 Noon

12 Midnight
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Medical Astrology Example - Passing Out - Seizures 
Using the images below, look for reasons why the person passed out…

Natal Chart Transits Chart
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Medical Astrology Example - Shingles 
Using the images below, look for reasons why the person had shingles… 
Hint, look for Juno, Sun and Hygiea alignments and either Juno or Hygeia going retrograde… 
Also Notice South Node in 7th House Kidneys… 
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 Universal Key, Numerology, Vibrations 
Learning from Doreen Virtue and then getting spiritual confirmation, these are the vibrations of numbers 
that are fitting to the signs that spirit gives… Great Gratitude…

1

Manifestation, beginnings, wants or cycle starts.  This is achieved 
through using your images and a peaceful nature.  Careful what you 
ask for.  When you see 1’s just think that the universe just took a 
snapshot of your mind.  See 1011 on the Universal Key / 60 repeating 
golden ratio series.

2
Planting of seeds. Nurturing a Manifestation.  Plant a seed, but make 
sure that it grows.  For example, to get abundance, you must first 
plant a seed of giving food, clothing, love to people you don’t know.  
You must be the role model for your manifestations to grow.

3

Higher spirits are around you.  Ask for spiritual guidance.  3’s are 
magical as they are the Golden Ratio numbers.  Just think of 0-1-1.  
0 representing the absolute or god head. 1-1 represents yin/yang.  
The first one is in an image of the absolute and the second 1 is your 
choices / manifestations / consciousness.  This is what is meant by 
“Trinity”.  3 golden triangles make a star.  You are a Young-star / 
Young-ster. See 3033 on the Universal Key.

4
Angels/Archangels are around you.  Ask for guidance with day to day 
items. 4’s imply essential material items, water, food, clothing, 
shelter, the basic necessities. 4’s are also a reminder that there is 
no such thing as time.

5
You are on the right path.  3 golden triangles make a star or 
pentagram which is the 5 pointed star.  At that moment you are 
aligning with the universe.  In tune!…

6

The Yang side of the trinity is materialistic.  When you see 6’s, 
check to see if your material wants are in tune with the universe and 
you are sharing.  Note the “g” in Yan”g” represents the number 7.  It 
is the seventh letter of the alpha-beta.  7 colors of the rainbow, it 
sits on the As above on the Universal Key (see 7 below).  

7

You are really good at manifesting.  Your manifestations in the 
material and spiritual realm are in line with your journey.  Note that 
every number can be divided into 360 except for 7.  7 is a true 
testament of your connection. See 7077 on the Universal Key. 
7 is Love.

8

8’s are very interesting.  They mean abundance, i.e. infinity, but also 
means the “in” and “out” of this material realm.  “h” is the 8th letter 
representing the throne in which the Woman sits to bring you into 
this world, repeatedly until you get it right.  i.e. infinite rebirths 
with karmic attachments good and not good.

9

9’s are end of cycles.  Get ready for new beginnings.  There are 
many cycles. Just like a clock has 60 secs, 60 min, 24 hour cycles, 
luminaries having cycles, including the zodiac cycle 558 years per 4 
Seasons = 27864 years. See 9099 on the Universal Key.  Cycles are 
from the micro to the macro.  This is called incommensurability. As 
the mountains are the trees, so too are they a cycle, that we’ve 
forgotten about.

0

Combined with other numbers this is an amplification. This means 
No-thing i.e. no material, the absolute, god-head, stillness, balance. 
No beginning. No end.  This is the meaning of after life and no more 
infinite rebirths.  This is where wisdom comes in and knowing that 
self is not what self is.  This represents the point in the middle 
where there is no-thing material.  The All, Pure Love!…
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About the Cover Image 
The image found on the cover is simply the difference between wisdom and ignorance, which is babble 
for gnosis and agnosis, which is again babble, but hey that is what we speak… for now… 

Left Image :  shows the charioteer “source”the arrow is “karma”… as can be seen there is a visible 
white and black horse… they are not in control hence there is an arrow being drawn hoping that they 
can tame the white horse which is a manifested being out of control… 

Right Image: The image on the right shows the charioteer at peace, stillness while the horse shows very 
little sign of a white horse… The White horse has become more like an image of source, more love, has 
submitted to love… You can see there are two guides, the one with a bow and arrow which represents 
Orion, leading forth the mazzaroth (showing others the way) arahant… with the guidance of the spirit 
cat… Welcome arahant !…
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Credits 
Great gratitude to all on this journey… It is only with the love of all and know that we are all 1 and all 
information comes from 1… It is only possible to re-store wisdom with all the passion from those 1’s listed 
below… If there is any missed mentions, please contact the writer… 
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